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SPACE
Quilt Size 55” x 80” (140 x 203cm)

Designed by Hilary Gooding

Fabric Requirements and Cutting Instructions

Fabric Amount First Cut Second Cut Position

Panel 
877/1

One Panel Cut out the centre picture leaving a ¼" seam around the 
outside of the brick red border of the picture.

Centre Panel

Space Labels 
870/1

3 complete 
strips in one 
piece

Cut the pillow panel to contain six labels wide and three 
labels deep .  It should include a ¼" seam allowance on all 
four sides - 11½" x 23⅝".  See photo on cover.

Pillow Panel

Space Stripe 
876/1

60cm (⅔ yd) Cut seven 2½" wide strips Cut four strips 27⅝" long Centre and Pillow 
Panel borders

Cut two strips 32½" long Centre Panel borders

Cut two 11½" strips Pillow Panel borders

Cut eight 8" strips and  
eight 4" strips

Four Corner Posts

Space Ships 
872/B

1.10 metres
(1⅓ yds)

Cut four strips 6½" wide Trim two strips to 36" long Middle Border - sides 
of Centre Panel

Trim one strip to 39½” long Middle Border - 
between Pillow and 
Centre Panel

Cut two strips 15½” long Middle Border - sides 
of Pillow Panel

Cut one strip 9½" wide Trim to 39½" long Middle Border -  
below Centre Panel

From the remnants fussy-cut four 4" squares each with a 
space ship or rocket centred on each square.

Corner Posts

Border Stripe 
871/1

1.80 metres
(2 yds)

Cut four 8" wide Outer 
Border strips all of the 
same section of the  
repeat in the border fabric.  
See photo.

Trim two strips to 65½" long
Trim two strips to 39½" long

Outer Borders

Star Burst 
875/B9

50cm (½ yd) Cut seven strips each 2" wide Binding

Space Patch 
874/1

3.10 metres
(3½ yds)

Cut the fabric in half so you have two pieces each  
44" x 60".  Then sew them together into one piece  
60" x 88".  Press seam open.

Backing

Sewing Instructions
All piecing seams are ¼"

Inner Border on Pillow Panel
1.	 Sew the two 11½" Space Stripe strips to the left and right edges of the Pillow Panel.  Press seams under the 

labels.
2.	 Sew the two 27⅝" Space Stripe strips to the top and bottom of the Pillow Panel.  Press the seams under the 

labels.
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Inner Border on Centre Panel
1.	 Sew the two 32½” Space Stripe strips to the sides of the Centre Panel.  Press the seams under the Centre Panel.
2.	 Sew the two 27⅝” Space Stripe strips to the top and bottom of the Centre Panel.  Press the seams under the 

panel.

Middle Borders
1.	 Sew the two 6½" x 15½" Space Ship strips to the sides of the Pillow Panel.  Press the seams under the middle 

borders.
2.	 Sew the two 6½" x 36" Space Ship strips to the sides of the Centre Panel.  Press the seams under the middle 

borders.
3.	 Sew the 6½" x 39½" Space Ship strip to the bottom of the Pillow Panel and then sew the Pillow Panel to the 

Centre Panel.
4.	 Sew the 9½" x 39½" Space Ship strip to the bottom of the Centre Panel.  Press all the seams under the Middle 

borders.

Corner Posts
1.	 Sew a 2½" x 4" Space Stripe strip to the sides of one of the 4" Rocket/Space Ship squares.  Press the seams 

under the centre.
2.	 Sew two 2½" x 8" Space Stripe strips to the top and bottom of the unit above.  Press the seams under the centre.
3.	 Repeat Steps 1 and 2 with the remaining strips and squares giving a total of four Corner Posts.

Outer Border
1.	 Sew the two 65½" long Space Border strips to the sides of the quilt top. Take care the fabric is facing in the right 

direction.  Press the seams under the Borders.
2.	 Sew Corner Posts to each end of the two 39½” long Space Border strips.  Take care to note the direction of the 

rockets and the border fabric.  Press the seams under the Borders.
3.	 Sew these two units to the top and bottom of the quilt top.  Check the direction of the border fabric and Corner 

Posts.

Assembling the Quilt Sandwich
1.	 Give the quilt top one last careful press making sure all the seams are lying flat.
2.	 Spread the backing out on a flat surface with the right side facing down.
3.	 Lay the batting over the backing.  Spread out any wrinkles.
4.	 Now lay the quilt top over the batting.  Make sure the backing and batting extend beyond the quilt top all round.  

Smooth and straighten the quilt top.
5.	 Use your favourite method to secure the layers together: hand basting, pinning, micro-tacking or spray basting.

Quilting
1.	 Hand or machine quilt your work - or a mixture of both.  
2.	 Suggestions include stitching-in-the-ditch along all straight lines to stabilize the quilt, outlining the rockets, space 

ships and aliens and stipple quilting in the middle borders.  You can also add sparkle by using a metallic thread to 
quilt the vapour trails of the rockets and other imaginary flight paths in the sky.  You might even like to add crystals 
for stars in the sky.

3.	 Trim the excess batting and backing back to the edge of the quilt top.

Binding
1.	 Join all the 2" wide binding strips together into one long piece using mitred seams.  Mitreing the seams spreads 

the bulk of the seam allowance in the binding.  Fold the strip in half along the length of the piece with wrong sides 
facing each other and press.  This is a double binding which is stronger than a single and advisable when the quilt 
is likely to be washed regularly.

2.	 Add the binding to the top of the quilt sandwich using a ¼" seam, lining up the raw edges of the binding and the 
quilt sandwich.  Turn the folded edge of the binding to the back and slip stitch by hand to the back. 

3.	 Don't forget to add a label with all the details of who and when and why.

Congratulations on completing your quilt!
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